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What precisely are we talking about?
composition
C4H4Cl4
molecular formula
configuration
Cl Cl
ClCl
constitution
structural formula
Cl Cl
ClCl
Different levels of abstraction for representing a molecule:
conformation
Chemical Space is the space spanned by all possible stable 
chemical compounds – this is all combinations of atomic nuclei, 
in all possible topology isomers. 
[adapted from Wikipedia]
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C
HH
H
H
C2H6 CH3
CH3 or simply
C3H8
C4H10
C5H12
C6H14
C7H16
CH4
... 9 isomers (try yourself – it‘s fun!)
Typically there are several, 
mostly very many 
structural formulas 
with the same
molecular formula
Example: Alkanes CnH2n+2
From compositions to constitutions
Lists must be
• complete
• non-redundant
Exponential growth!
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The DENDRAL project
• driven by exiobiologist J. Lederberg
• initiated 50 years ago (mid 1960’s)
• short for DENDRitic ALgorithm
• included an algorithm for 
generating acyclic structures
• partially funded by NASA
• aim: identifying unknown organic molecules by analyzing their 
mass spectra (MS) automatically 
• perspective: processing of MS recorded on mars missions
• pioneer project in artificial intelligence, first expert system
• structure generators covering cyclic structures followed: 
StrGen, CONGEN, GENOA
R.K. Lindsay, B.G. Buchanan, E.A. Feigenbaum, J. Lederberg. Applications of Artificial Intelligence for Organic Chemistry:
The Dendral Project. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1980.
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DENDRAL approach to structure generation
remove hydrogen
decompose into superatoms
strip element symbols
delete free valencies
replace chains of 
bivalent nodes by edes
LM Masinter, NS Sridharan, J Lederberg, DH Smith. Applications of Artificial Intelligence for Chemical Inference: 
XII. Exhaustive Generation of  Cyclic and Acyclic Isomers. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 96(25) 7702-7717, 1974 
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• masterpiece of computer 
programming
• especially in consideration of  
limited hardware resources, 
operation systems, programming 
languages available at this time
• however, this approach was very 
complicated
• particularly not suited to process 
structural constraints efficiently
Generating tree for C6H10 isomers
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• Representation of molecular graphs in a computer:
adjacency matrix
- label atoms with numbers
- write bond multiplicities into a matrix
Molecular graphs
• Chemical compounds as molecular graphs
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vertices and edges (simple graph)
+ bonds multiplicities (multigraph)
+ element & atomic state symbols 
1
2 O
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O
4
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7
8
• Idea: fill adjacency matrix in all possible ways
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Chemical compounds
• in nature: atoms are not labeled
• in a computer: atoms have to be labeled
Houston, we have a problem!
leads to problems
• up to n! different labeled (isomorphic) representations 
of an unlabeled structure
• deciding whether two labeled structures are isomorphic 
is computationally expensive
• “graph isomorphism problem”
1 4
2
3 5
1 4
3
2 5
1 2
3
4 5
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Discrete mathematicians found solutions
Orderly generation
• principle found by
Read in 1978
• reduced the number of
isomorphism tests
Fast isomorphism tests
• Luks found polynomial
time algorithm in 1982
• note: molecular graphs
have valences at most 4
(or maybe 6 for S)
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A new generation of structure generators
• MOLGEN 3.5 (1997, Win 95)
• MOLGEN 4.0 (1998, UNIX)
• MOLGEN 5.0 (2007, Win, Linux)
based on “orderly generation”
T. Grüner, A. Kerber, R. Laue, M. Meringer: MOLGEN 4.0. MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in Computer Chemistry 37, 205-208, 1998.
Computational examples:
www.molgen.de
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Crossing disciplinary boundaries
I would like to generate a saturated "chemistry 
space" (i.e. list of isomers) for all possible alpha 
amino acids (NH2-CHR-COOH), where R is 
restricted to smallish side-chains of carbon (C=4), 
with additional sulphur (S≤1), oxygen (O≤2), 
nitrogen (N≤3) and hydrogen and a possible 
benzyl ring
No. molecular formulas: 132 … 
No. structures: 24749 … that's 
what I call a manageable 
chemical space
Stephen Freeland
UHNAI
About five years ago…
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Amino acid libraries resulting from 
the studies at UHNAI 
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coded amino acids     
total structures UL
plausible structures UL
total structures CL
plausible structures CL
156-membered badlist
Poster 28
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Application: 
Verify a model on selection of the amino acid alphabet 
• Model established previously on 
a small set of known amino acids
- abiotic
- coded
- biosynthetic
• The 20 biologically encoded amino acids 
are optimal in terms of 
- range and 
- evenness 
with respect to 3 properties
- charge, 
- size and 
- hydrophobicity
Philip GK, Freeland SJ: Did evolution select a nonrandom "alphabet" of amino acids? Astrobiology 11(3), 235 (2011)
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… research continued at ELSI …
… gives a 3D mapping of our amino 
acid chemical space
• Calculation of physico-chemical 
properties
- hydrophobicity represented by logP
(MOLGEN-QSPR)
- size represented by Van der Waals
volume Vvdw
(MOLGEN-QSPR)
- charge represented by pKa (JChem)
20 biologically encoded amino acids colored green
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Statistical analysis
• Adaptive analysis gives insight 
to the adaptive properties of the 
amino acid alphabet
• Method:
- sampling 108 random sets 
of 20 amino acids
- comparing coverage of 
chemical space in terms of
- range and evenness in
- three dimensions 
(logP, Vvdw, pKa)
• Results: better sets do exist, 
but they are rare
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6 sets with better coverage
black: meteoritic red: encoded blue: both
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Simple statistics by basic combinatorics
• 5 of the 6 better sets (~83%) include at least one encoded AA
• the probability that a random set of 20 includes at least one 
encoded amino acid is only 19%
• similar situation for meteoritic amino acids
black: meteoritic
red: encoded
blue: both
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Heats of formation ∆Hf°
• sums of ∆Hf° for the encoded set is -2306 kcal/mol
• clearly below the sums for the sets with better coverage
• this additional criterion 
- improves the original model
- to make the encoded set unique again
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Results published last year
Interactive graphics:
www.molgen.de/graphics/AdaptPropCodedAA/Fig2a/index.html
www.molgen.de/graphics/AdaptPropCodedAA/Fig2b/index.html
two sets with better coverage colored blue and red
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Nucleotides
• Monomeric building blocks of
- DNA
- RNA
• Structure
- linker: phosphate group
- core: sugar (ribose)
- base: C, G, A, T or U
B
O
OH
OHOH
B
X
Y
• Idea
- generate isomers of ribose
- and more general analogues
of the core structure
- analyze the resulting 
nucleoside libraries
RNA
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First results:
Isomers of ribose
Cleaves HJ, Meringer M, Goodwin J. 227 Views of RNA: Is RNA Unique in Its Chemical Isomer Space? Astrobiology 15(7), 538 (2015)
Conclusion: 
ribonucleosides may 
have competed with a 
multitude of 
alternative structures
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Outlook: explore chemical space of general nucleosides
MOLGEN input
• Formulas
- C2-7H5-15O[h=0]0-2O[h=1]2-4Cl -sum O=2-4
- C1-6H5-15N[h=0]0-2N[h=1]0-2N[h=2]0-2O[h=0]0-4O[h=1]0-4Cl 
-sum N[h=1]+N[h=2]+O[h=1]=2-6 -sum N=1-2 -sum O=0-4
• Rings
- ringsize 5-10
• Bonds
- maxbond 2
• Badlist
- BadHetCl: 2 items
- BadAaNucList: 181 items
- BadRingList: 13 items
- BadAromaticsList: 14 items
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Sizes of libraries
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• chemically
plausible structures
Molecular Mass
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Molecular Graphs
Outlook: general small molecule compound spaces
Structures:
• elements C, H, N, O
• at least 1 C-atom
• standard valencies
• no charges
• no radicals
• no stereoisomers
• only connected
structures
, S
A. Kerber, R. Laue, M. Meringer, C. Rücker: Molecules in Silico: Potential versus Known Organic Compounds. MATCH 54 (2), 301-312, 2005.
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Conclusion
• chemoinformatics in general and
• studying the neighborhood of 
biomonomers in chemical space
may help to gain a better understanding of life‘s origins
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